Introduction
In his thesis [12] Ron Livné constructed an interesting family of lattices in PU(1, 2). To do this, Livné used techniques from algebraic geometry; see also Hirzebruch [9, §3.2] . Livné's lattices are contained in Mostow's list [15] of monodromy groups of hypergeometric functions; see Deligne and Mostow [3, Chapter 16 ]. An alternative construction of these monodromy groups was given by Thurston [21] who described them as the modular group of certain Euclidean cone metrics on the sphere; see also Weber [22] . Livné's groups have many remarkable properties. For example, Kapovich has shown [11] that certain (well-chosen) subgroups of Livné's groups are finitely generated but infinitely presented. Also, Livné's groups give equality in the version of Jørgensen's inequality for groups with boundary elliptic elements; see [10, §5] . This indicates that the quotient of complex hyperbolic 2-space by Livné's groups are orbifolds of small volume; see [18] , where Sauter computes volumes of these orbifolds.
In this paper we use Thurston's method to give a geometrical construction of Livné's lattices. Namely, we consider Euclidean cone metrics on the sphere with five cone points and certain prescribed cone angles ( §2). These cone angles correspond to Mostow's ball 5-tuples. We may cut our sphere along a piecewise linear path running through the cone points to obtain a Euclidean polygon with a certain set of side identifications. The key observation of Thurston is that the Euclidean area of such a polygon (that is, the area of the sphere with the cone metric) gives rise to a Hermitian form of signature (1, 2). Thus such a polygon corresponds to a positive vector in C 1,2 . Also, any automorphism of the cone metric (or the polygon) gives rise to a unitary matrix in U(1, 2). Each similarity class of cone metrics corresponds to a positive point in P(C 1,2 ), that is, a point in complex hyperbolic space. Automorphisms of similarity classes correspond to complex hyperbolic isometries in PU(1, 2). We construct two kinds of automorphism. The first j. r. parker arises from changing the piecewise linear cut to obtain different polygons corresponding to the same cone metric. This is done by interchanging two cone points with the same cone angle. Such an automorphism could be realised by performing a Dehn twist along a simple closed curve through our two cone points and which does not separate the other three cone points. The second automorphism is an example of one of Thurston's butterfly moves. As described in [21] , the moduli space of cone metrics does not form a complete subset of complex hyperbolic space. To get around this, Thurston uses formal automorphisms, which he calls butterfly moves, to extend the moduli space to points corresponding to non-simple polygons which are not fundamental polygons for a cone metric. We consider the group generated by these automorphisms which, a priori, are only subgroups of Livné's groups.
We go on to consider how the automorphisms described above act on complex hyperbolic space. In particular, we construct a complex hyperbolic polyhedron D ( §3) and use Poincaré's polyhedron theorem to show that our automorphisms generate a lattice with fundamental domain D ( §4). Poincaré's theorem also gives a presentation for the groups, and we show that this presentation is the same as that given by Livné in [12, Lemma 3, p. 108] . Thus the groups are isomorphic, and so, by Mostow rigidity, they are conjugate. As is well known, there are no totally geodesic real hypersurfaces in complex hyperbolic space, and so, when constructing polyhedra, one has to make a choice of hypersurfaces containing the sides. Our polyhedron D has eight sides, each of which is contained in a bisector. Thus it is remarkably simple (compare [5] , [7] and [20] ).
In the final sections we give further links between Livné's groups and other interesting groups, namely the Eisenstein-Picard modular group There are two major aspects of this paper that are new. First, Thurston's construction of complex hyperbolic lattices has not previously been combined with Poincaré's polyhedron theorem in a completely explicit way, although this is what is going on behind the scenes in Thurston's work. It should be possible to extend the construction of this paper to many, possibly to all, the groups on the Mostow-Thurston list. Secondly, no fundamental domain for the Livné groups was known previously, and hence no explicit analysis of the geometry of their action on complex hyperbolic space was possible. This is important for two reasons. First, they are a particularly interesting family of lattices and, secondly, they provide a family of lattices with fairly simple explicit fundamental
